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Rand note: the rand continues to display typical January strengthening patterns,
consolidating now below R15.50/USD but likely to attempt R15.20/USD this month
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•

The rand has reached R15.29/USD today, as it continues to attempt to gain the key
resistance level of R15.20/USD, but is being firmly rebuffed from this major level. The
domestic currency so far averages R15.67/USD for the first few weeks of this quarter.
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•

Foreigners are positive overall on SA markets this year to date, purchasing R4.4bn of SA
bonds (net of sales), and R1.2bn in equities (also on a net basis) in the middle of last
week. Overall foreign inflows into South African portfolio assets this year so far total
R3.0bn.

•

This has supported the rand’s strength, along with easing monetary policy in the world’s
largest emerging market economy. China’s first cut in its key interest (one year loan) rate
since April 2020, of 10bp, occurred as its economic growth slowed, lifting sentiment for
EMs.

•

While the global monetary policy trend is for reducing accommodation, by tapering QE
and hiking interest rates, China’s move has positively impacted global financial market
sentiment further and is aimed at supporting economic growth in the world’s second
largest economy.

•

China’s modest inflation, and concerns over its economic growth outlook on its property
market’s weakness, and the negative impact of Omicron on its economic activity, has seen
the emerging market cut interest rates, with further moves expected.

•

In contrast, the US is on a firm path to withdraw its easy monetary policy as its very high
inflation environment worries policy makers, while its economy and labour markets have
shown good recovery and are expected to make further gains.

•

Indeed, US CPI inflation may not have peaked at its current forty year high of 7.0% y/y,
with Q1.22 at risk of a further lift. In contrast, China’s CPI inflation came out at 1.5% y/y in
December, below November’s 2.3% y/y and the market’s expected 1.7% y/y.

•

Omicron has spread rapidly through China, with it maintaining a zero covid strategy which
is feared to likely quell consumption growth contributions to Q1.22. Broader monetary
easing is likely on rate cuts and a lowering in its reserve requirement ratio for banks.

•

However, China’s structural changes to its economy have seen more serious growth
concerns than can be addressed with monetary easing, and provides some risk to the
global growth outlook, along with overly harsh US rate hikes, with the rand likely to remain
volatile this year.

Please scroll down to the second section below
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•

The Fed funds futures have been inching up since the start of the year, and the implied
probabilities have risen, indicating greater expected chances of a March US interest rate
hike, and additional hikes out to Q1 2023.

•

Markets are factoring in expectations of more than three US interest rate hikes now out to
2023, which is adding to pressure on US treasuries’ yields, although the US is still not
expected to hike in January but is expected to substantially quicken QE tapering.

•

South Africa’s FRA curve (Forward Rate Agreement curve) is now pricing in a January
25bp hike in SA’s repo rate (with the MPC meeting conclusion on the 27 th), and another
25bp by March, with market expectations front loading SA rate hikes on the FRA curve.
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•

May also is seen as experiencing a further 25bp lift while July rises to close to a 50bp
hike, September is pricing in rates at 25bp higher than July and November another rise of
the same proportions, which is supporting the rand.

•

Higher interest rates tend to benefit currencies from the carry trade and a number of other
flows, although South Africa’s FRA curve expectations are substantially overdone, and we
continue to expect a gentler rate hike trajectory this year of three 25bp lifts.

•

Higher commodity prices in December and January have benefited the rand, with SA a
key commodity exporter. Metals’ prices are up 3% m/m, which will boost the trade account,
along with the weak seasonal imports at the start of the year.

•

Indeed, the commodity boom over last year and beginning in H2.20 has seen South
Africa’s trade balance run a strong monthly surplus trend, and the country’s terms of trade
have consequently been positive, supporting the rand.

•

While markets see increased certainty currently, and certainty of direction for monetary
policy in the US, many challenges from 2021 have been brought into 2022, including
supply chain pressures and potential for higher costs, which risk both inflation and growth
forecasts.

•

This year is expected to hold significant volatility for markets with the risk that market
sentiment sours towards the middle of the year, driving the rand weaker than the expected
seasonal weakness factored into our forecasts.
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